Since launching our product line over 65 years ago, Meridian has set the standard in excellence for the storage and handling industry. Meridian has continuously incorporated the latest technological innovations to meet our customers’ ever-changing needs. Meticulous attention to quality and detail reflect the attitude of an enthusiastic and skilled production team, lending confidence to each Meridian customer of a superior and dependable product. Meridian’s best references are the thousands of farmers and commercial customers who have experienced the quality and value of the Meridian family of products.

Meridian manufactures a strong lineup of premier bulk storage solutions for application in the industrial sector; we specialize in plastic, sand, cement and liquid storage, agri-business and custom applications. With commitment to product excellence and customer service that is unmatched, Meridian’s commercial storage and handling line delivers guaranteed results.
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CUSTOM DESIGN
INNOVATIVE DESIGN. CONVENIENT OPTIONS.

Meridian innovation, combined with our experience in the storage of industrial commodities, have led to a full line of light commercial to heavy industrial storage solutions. We offer a wide portfolio of standard sizes and configurable options, however, if your unique needs can not be met with one of our standard products, Meridian also offers custom design services to tailor a solution to your unique operational needs.

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

- Designed for all flowable dry or liquid products
- Industry choice for food grade commodities such as rice or flour
- Options such as fluidizer jets, vibrator pads and customized liquid fittings

YOUR VISION. MAKE IT HAPPEN WITH MERIDIAN.

Industrial clients demand an effective integration of storage and handling equipment. Meridian can help. With our custom design and engineering experts, along with a wide portfolio of bins and handling equipment, Meridian can work with you to deliver industry leading solutions.
PLASTIC STORAGE
SEAMLESS INTERIOR.

Meridian offers solutions for all plastic storage – resin, powder, pellets and flakes can be stored in the bin’s seamless interior. Our industrial storage silos are cleaned, powder coated, and completely sealed prior to delivery which helps to eliminate contaminants.

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

- Optional fill tubes in aluminum and carbon steel
- Venting (optional)
- Safety accessories (optional)

ELIMINATE HANG UPS

Lined Meridian steep cone and high slip factor allows for smooth, even discharge.
UNSURPASSED QUALITY

Each finished product is inspected of all workmanship, ensuring a quality tank every time.

SUPERIOR STRENGTH.

Meridian’s industrial tanks are built and designed to suit your needs for heavy commodities such as Frac Sand, Top Dressing Sand and Clean Blast Sand. Manufactured with industrial gauge steel, these tanks are designed to withstand the high structural loads of industrial applications.

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

- Butterfly discharge packages
- Fill tubes for easy unloading
- Unparalleled strength/foundation
CEMENT STORAGE
IMPERVIOUS STORAGE.
Meridian has developed innovations for storing cement and fly ash. Sealed fittings and other options control dust and keep moisture out while reducing the environmental impact of storing these commodities.

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.
- Vibrator pads
- Fluidizer jets for easy unloading
- Free flowing discharge
LIQUID STORAGE
SECURE STORAGE.

Meridian’s stainless steel liquid storage tanks are manufactured to store a variety of liquid products, including chemicals, fertilizers and oils. Our tanks are manufactured to engineered specifications in a controlled environment and will safely accommodate liquid products in a contaminant-free setting.

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

- Liquid fittings for trouble-free handling
- Environmental paint packages for customers requiring customized storage
- Leak proof valves and fittings
STRENGTH & VERSATILITY.

Meridian's strong agricultural background benefits users in the commercial sector of this market. Silos designed to store seed, fertilizer, grain, meal and DDG’s come in a variety of sizes to accommodate your operation. We also manufacture weigh hopper tanks with scale, protected by a Meridian shell cover to maintain weight integrity of load cells from exterior elements.

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

- Hoppered for easy discharge
- Premium powder coat
- Contaminant-free storage